Star Wars Film Application

Are you interested in being a part of Leicester Middle School’s first video production project? Mr. DePace and Ms. Minton are looking for dedicated, hard working students to participate in a Star Wars fan fiction film set at the school. All members are expected to work well with others and to use their talents and skills to make the movie, and the movie-making experience, great!

Remember, it is the responsibility of all participants to research their production position independently so they can be an effective member of their team.

Available Production Positions:

Film Crew: Students on the film crew will man the camera, shooting various scenes throughout the movie.

Sound Engineer: The sound team will be responsible for helping make and record sounds and audio for the film.

Lighting Technicians: The lighting team will help to ensure proper lighting is in place for filming throughout the movie. They will manage equipment and inform the producers which locations are ideal for shooting.

Droid Team: 7th grade students familiar with coding the Vex Robotics will be charged with developing three moving prop droids to use throughout the film.

Makeup: Students will use their skills to create Star Wars-like characters using various makeup techniques.

Costume Design: Members of the costume team will develop costumes for the movie.

Artistic Production: Members of the Artistic Production team will develop props and sets for the movie.

Apply for a role

Name: 

Grade: 

Role you’re interested in: 

Reason for Applying: 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________